SHORT BIOGRAPHY
Steven Salvatore is a gay, genderqueer author, writing professor, Mariah Carey lamb,
and Star Wars fanatic. They hold an MFA in Creative Writing from The New School. They
currently live in Peekskill, New York, with their amazingly patient husband, whose name
is also Steve. They are the author of CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY and AND THEY
LIVED…. They are also the co-founder of Pride Book Fest.
Steven is represented by Jess Regel of Helm Literary Agency.

LONG BIOGRAPHY
Steven Salvatore is a gay, genderqueer author, writing professor, Mariah Carey lamb,
and Star Wars fanatic who spends most days daydreaming and making up stories. Steven
grew up in Tarrytown, New York. They studied writing and art history at Ithaca College,
and received their MFA in Creative Writing with a concentration in Writing for Children
from The New School. Formerly a full-time Assistant Professor of Composition and
Director of the Writing Center at The College of New Rochelle (CNR), they oversaw the
Freshman Writing Program and taught creative writing. After CNR officially ceased
academic operations in August of 2019, they began teaching part time at Pace University
and Westchester Community College. They also volunteer at The LOFT (an LGBTQ+
resource center in White Plains, New York) where they facilitate a creative writing
workshop. As an educator, Steven is passionate about progressive activism on and off
campus and advocating for young people. Steven currently lives in Peekskill, New York,
with their amazingly patient husband, whose name is also Steve.
Steven’s debut novel CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY is out now, everywhere books are sold.
Their sophomore novel AND THEY LIVED… publishes in March of 2022. Steven is also
the co-founder of Pride Book Fest.
Steven is represented by Jess Regel of Helm Literary Agency.
Website: https://stevensalvatore.com
Twitter: @StevenSSWrites
Instagram: @StevenSalvatoreBooks
For More Information: https://linktr.ee/Steven_Salvatore
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CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY by Steven Salvatore

Description: Carey Parker dreams of being a diva, and bringing the house
down with song. They can hit every note of all the top pop and Broadway
hits. But despite their talent, emotional scars from an incident with a
homophobic classmate and their grandmother's spiraling dementia make it
harder and harder for Carey to find their voice.
Then Carey meets Cris, a singer/guitarist who makes Carey feel seen for the
first time in their life. With the rush of a promising new romantic
relationship, Carey finds the confidence to audition for the role of Elphaba,
the Wicked Witch of the West, in the school musical, setting off a chain
reaction of prejudice by Carey's tormentor and others in the school. It's up
to Carey, Cris, and their friends to defend their rights--and they refuse to be
silenced.
Told in alternating chapters with identifying pronouns, debut author Steven
Salvatore's Can't Take That Away conducts a powerful, uplifting anthem, a
swoony romance, and an affirmation of self-identity that will ignite the
activist in all of us.
Buy Links: Available at https://linktr.ee/Steven_Salvatore
ISBNs:
9781547605309 (Hardcover –Bloomsbury YA)
9781547605316 (eBook –Bloomsbury YA)

For author, bookseller, and trade review praise for CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY, please
see the following pages.

The following is a high-resolution cover of CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY.
Artist: Hilde Atalanta

-Booklist

-Kirkus Reviews

“VERDICT: A fresh voice + a genderqueer
teen + one Wicked musical + fighting against
the establishment + first love = A pageturning YA debut. Recommended for all YA
collections.”
-School Library Journal

-publishers Weekly

"A tribute to community activism, to found family, and most of all to
continuing to find yourself after the world has already told you
what you are, CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY is an important book not
just for teens exploring gender identity, but for everyone looking
for their own way to shine."
- Sarah Holt, Left Bank Books

-Sami Thomason, Square Books

”As a GenderQueer person myself this book spoke to me in ways
I didn’t realize I needed. The novel is a strong testament to why
having positive representation in media matters. Part protest
guide, part love story, all magical. This novel feeds the soul. Why
are you still reading this review? Go read CAN’T TAKE THAT
AWAY.”
- Kelly O'Malley, Boswell Book Company
"All I can say is, everyone should read this book!"
-Janelle Smith, Wishing Tree Books

"CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY is an important book. I love how
Salvatore takes so many issues that young people are
dealing with today and blends them perfectly into a layered
and believable story. It is a love story to friendship, fighting
for what you believe in and bring true to yourself. May we
learn to be as brave as Carey does in this story."
- Rayna Nielsen, Garden District Bookshop

”Carey won't be silenced and uses their voice to stand up for
everyone who might be going through something similar. A good
window/mirror story about gender identity, the power of
protest, and Mariah Carey.”
-Bookseller, Fiction Addiction
“I LOVED this SO much. I completely fell for this social justice
story so much. CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY is definitely one of my
top books of the year."
-Jenn Jones, Bookmiser

- Phil stamper,
author of AS FAR AS YOU’LL take me
& the gravity of us

“CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY is an honest, joyful,
sparkling story of love, friendship, and the unique
pride that comes with being yourself in the face
of adversity. Carey deserves a standing
ovation!”
- Jessica Verdi,
author of follow your arrow (March 2, 2021) & and she was

- nicolas DiDomizio,
author of burn it all down (may 25, 2021)

- Alex richards,
author of ACCIDENTAL and WHEN WE WERE STRANGERS (July 13, 2021)

- Jason june,
author of jay’s gay agenda (June 21, 2021)

